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Summary
Background Studies on the fusion-inhibitory peptides derived
from the heptad repeat 1 and 2 (HR1 and HR2) regions of the
HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein gp41 provided crucial information on the viral fusogenic mechanism. We used a similar
approach to study the fusogenic mechanism of severe-acuterespiratory-syndrome-associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV).
Methods We tested the inhibitory activity against infection of
two sets of peptides corresponding to sequences of SARSCoV spike protein HR1 and HR2 regions and investigated the
interactions between the HR1 and HR2 peptides by surface
plasmon resonance, sedimentation equilibration analysis,
circular dichroism, native polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis,
size exclusion high-performance liquid chromatography, and
computer-aided homology modelling and molecule docking
analysis.
Findings One peptide, CP-1, derived from the HR2 region,
inhibited SARS-CoV infection in the micromolar range. CP-1
bound with high affinity to a peptide from the HR1 region,
NP-1. CP-1 alone had low ␣-helicity and self-associated to
form a trimer in phosphate buffer (pH 7·2). CP-1 and NP-1
mixed in equimolar concentrations formed a six-helix bundle,
similar to the fusogenic core structure of HIV-1 gp41.
Interpretation After binding to the target cell, the
transmembrane spike protein might change conformation by
association between the HR1 and HR2 regions to form an
oligomeric structure, leading to fusion between the viral and
target-cell membranes. At the prefusion intermediate state,
CP-1 could bind to the HR1 region and interfere with the
conformational changes, resulting in inhibition of SARS-CoV
fusion with the target cells. CP-1 might be modifiable to
increase its anti-SARS-CoV activity and could be further
developed as an antiviral agent for treatment or prophylaxis
of SARS-CoV infection.

Introduction
The global outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS)1 has seriously threatened public health and
socioeconomic stability. The disorder is caused by a novel
coronavirus, SARS-associated coronavirus (SARSCoV).2–6 Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 is a functional
receptor for the virus,7 but the mechanism by which
SARS-CoV enters target cells is unclear. Elucidation of
the fusogenic mechanism will provide important
information for development of antiviral drugs and
vaccines for treatment and prevention of SARS.
SARS-CoV could have originated from wild animals
because a very similar coronavirus has been isolated
from animals such as Himalayan palm civets.8 This
coronavirus shares genetic and structural properties with
others, including murine hepatitis virus and bovine
coronavirus.9–12 For example, SARS-CoV also expresses
abundant spike glycoprotein on its surface in a trimeric or
dimeric structure, forming spikes about 20 nm long and
10 nm wide at the bulbous end.2–6 The spike protein of
SARS-CoV, which is involved in virus binding, fusion,
and entry, is a typical class I viral fusion protein, similar to
the transmembrane glycoproteins of many enveloped
viruses.13 Therefore, information obtained from studies of
other enveloped viruses such as HIV-1 could be useful for
investigation of the fusogenic mechanism mediated by the
SARS-CoV spike protein.
In the early 1990s, Wild and co-workers and our group
discovered potent HIV-1 fusion-inhibitory peptides
derived from the gp41 HEPTAD REPEAT 1 and 2 (HR1 and
HR2) regions, designated N-peptides and C-peptides,
respectively.14–16 One of the C-peptides, T-20 (Trimeris,
Research Triangle Park, NC, USA), was recently
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration as the
first of a new class of anti-HIV drugs—fusion inhibitors.
Studies on the mechanism of action of these anti-HIV-1
peptides provided important information to elucidate the
fusogenic mechanism mediated by HIV-1 gp41.17–19 After
binding of gp120 to CD4 and a coreceptor, gp41 changes
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GLOSSARY
HEPTAD REPEAT

Occurrence of a group of seven aminoacids many times in a protein
sequence. The seven aminoacids are labelled a to g; those at a and d
are generally hydrophobic and the others are hydrophilic.
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SEDIMENTATION EQUILIBRIUM

A method for measuring protein molecular masses in solution and for
studying interactions between proteins, including associative states,
heterogeneity, and some thermodynamic properties.
SIX-HELIX BUNDLE

A complex formed by six rod-like structures. Each rod consists of a
peptide with ␣-helical conformation, like a spring. Three peptides form
the central trimeric core, and the other three peptides pack into the
grooves on the surface of the central trimeric core.
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aminoacid sequences of peptides
derived from the HR1 and HR2
regions of SARS-CoV spike protein are
similar to those from the HIV-1 gp41
HR1 and HR2 regions (figure 1); the
similarity suggests that these two
transmembrane envelope glycoproteins
share a common mechanism mediating
fusion between the viral and target-cell
membranes. With a similar approach
to that used for studying HIV-1 gp41,
we designed and synthesised a series
of peptides corresponding to the
sequences of SARS-CoV spike protein
HR1 and HR2 regions and used these
peptides as probes to study the
fusogenic mechanism of the virus and
to identify antiviral peptides.

Methods

Peptides were synthesised on an
Applied Biosystems Pioneer peptide
L966
Q984
synthesiser (ABI, Framingham, MA,
I962
L986
L959
R977
I955
I979
F952
USA) by standard Fmoc/2-(1H-benzoE970
L948
E972
V945
triazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluroL 963
L944
R965
L941
S956
N937
V934
V958
nium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU)
S949
L930
L927
N951
methods, purified to homogeneity by
T923
A 938
L920
A940
I916
I913
Q931
Helical wheel of HR2
high-performance liquid chromatogV933
F909
A906
a
d
S924
A926
raphy (HPLC: Agilent Technologies,
Q902
Y899
Q917
E1189
K1193
S919
Q895
G0892
Palo Alto, CA, USA), and characterised
L1182
G1186
N910
A912
e
g
L1175
L1179
K903
I905
with a MALDI TOF mass spectrometer
Q1190
L1168
A1172
I1192
N896
L898
Q1183
I1161
I1165
(ABI Voyager DE, Foster City, CA).
L1185
N1176
I1154
V1158
S1178
N1169
The peptide sequences are shown in
D1147
I1151
T894
V893
V1171
Q1162
N901
E900
E1164
V897
table 1. Biotinylated CP-1 and NP-1
N1155
Q908
N907
S1157
Q904
L1148
Q915
were prepared by addition of biotin with
S914
D1150
K911
T922
T921
HBTU to the N-termini of the peptides
E918
K929
G928
V1146
D1145
T925
Q936
during their synthesis.
G1153
N935
S1152
D932
T943
N1160
G1149
N942
V1159
The inhibitory activity of the
Q939
Q947
R1167
A1156
K946
D1166
A954
S950
N1174
K1163
synthetic peptides on SARS-CoV
K1173
G953
D1181
D961
E1170
S957
I1180
N960
infection of Vero E6 cells was assessed
Y1188
E1177
K968
S964
K1187
D967
E1184
I975
c
A971
W1194
as previously described.26 100 TCID50
Q974
Y1191
R982
L978
G981
b
(50% tissue-culture infectious dose) of
Q992
S985
f
T991
E999
A998
SARS-CoV WHU strain (accession
T988
L1006
Hydrophobic
residues
N1005
I995
number AY394850) was mixed with an
S1012
A1002
c
equal volume of a peptide at graded
Non-hydrophobic residues
T1009
b
f
concentrations and incubated at 37°C
Figure 1: Schematic representation of SARS-CoV (strain TOR2) spike protein, sequence for 30 min. The mixture was added to
monolayers of Vero E6 cells in 96-well
similarities between SARS-CoV and HIV-1 N-peptides and C-peptides, and helical
tissue-culture plates. After incubation
wheels of HR1 and HR2
SP=signal peptide; TM=transmembrane domain; CP=cytoplasmic domain. Residue numbers of each
at 37°C for 1 h, the supernatants were
region correspond to their positions in spike protein of SARS-CoV. Six peptides corresponding to the
removed and fresh medium was added.
sequences of HR1 and HR2 regions are also shown in the upper diagram.
On day 3 after infection, the cytopathic
effect
was
recorded
and
the
concentrations of the peptides resulting in 50% inhibition
conformation via HR1 and HR2 interaction to form a
(IC50) were calculated.
fusogenic hexameric core structure, which brings the viral
and target-cell membranes into close proximity, resulting
To measure the binding affinity or kinetic dissociation
in fusion between them. At the intermediate state, a
constant of the SARS-CoV related peptides, we used
C-peptide can bind the viral gp41 HR1 region and block
surface plasmon resonance with an optical biosensor
formation of the SIX-HELIX BUNDLE, thus inhibiting virus
(model BIA 2000, BIAcore Inc, Piscataway, NJ, USA).
Biotinylated CP-1 (2 mol/L) was immobilised on
fusion with the target cell.20 The discovery of these HIV-1
streptavidin sensor chips (BIAcore). A surface reference
fusion-inhibitory peptides launched a new line of investito which no biotinylated CP-1 was bound was included in
gation of viral fusogenic mechanisms and identification of
the analysis. The derivatised sensor chips were washed
antiviral peptides against infection by many other
and equilibrated in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7·4,
enveloped viruses—simian21 and feline22 immunodefi20 L/min), and the peptides to be tested were
ciency viruses, Ebola virus,23 Newcastle disease virus,24
introduced at five serial dilutions in running buffer
and respiratory syncytial virus.25
(phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7·4, and 0·005% P20) in
Similarly to HIV-1 gp41, the S2 domain of SARS-CoV
200 L injection volumes and at a flow rate of 20 L/min.
spike protein contains HR1 and HR2 sequences, which
The measurement was done at 25°C for 10 min of
tend to form a coiled-coil structure (figure 1). The
SARS CP-1
HIV-1 C43

GINASVVNIQKEIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDLQELGKYE-------NHTTWMEWDREINNYTSLIHSLIEESQNQQEKNEQELLELDKW
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Peptide

Residue region

Residue number

Sequence

NP-1
NP-2
NP-3
NP-4
CP-1
CP-2

892–931
920–953
946–981
981–1014
1153–1189
1163–1199

40
34
36
34
37
37

GVTQNVLYENQKQIANQFNKAISQIQESLTTTSTALGKLQ
LTTTSTALGKLQDVVNQNAQALNTLVKQLSSNFG
KQLSSNFGAISSVLNDILSRLDKVEAEVQIDRLITG
GRLQSLQTYVTQQLIRAAEIRASANLAATKMSEC
GINASVVNIQKEIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDLQELGKYE
KEIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDLQELGKYEQYIKWPWYVW

Table 1: Sequences of synthetic peptides derived from HR1 and HR2 regions of SARS-CoV spike protein

association, followed by 15 min of dissociation. The
sensogram response data were analysed by commercial
software (BIA-Evaluation version 3.1), and the kinetic
dissociation constant was calculated. Each experiment
was done at least three times.
The secondary structure of the peptides was
determined by circular-dichroism spectroscopy as
previously described.27 The isolated peptides or peptide
mixtures were diluted in phosphate buffer (50 mmol/L
sodium phosphate, pH 7·2) at the final concentration of
10 mol/L, and the circular-dichroism spectra were
acquired on a spectropolarimeter (Model J-715, Jasco
Inc, Japan) at 4°C with a bandwidth of 5·0 nm,
resolution 0·1 nm, path length 0·1 cm, response time
4·0 s, and scanning speed 50 nm/min. Thermal
denaturation was monitored at 222 nm by application of
a thermal gradient of 5°C/min. The spectra were
corrected by the subtraction of a blank corresponding to
the solvent. The melting curve was smoothed and the
midpoint of the thermal unfolding transition (Tm)
values was calculated with Jasco software utilities as
previously described.28
The apparent molecular masses of the peptides and
peptide mixtures were measured by SEDIMENTATION
EQUILIBRIUM analysis on a Beckman Coulter Optima XLI Analytical Ultracentrifuge equipped with a real-time
video-based data-acquisition system and Rayleigh optics.
The peptides were run at three initial concentrations
(250 mol/L, 500 mol/L, and 1000 mol/L) in
10 mmol/L sodium phosphate, pH 7·2, containing
150 mmol/L sodium chloride and 5 mmol/L tris(2carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride. Sample volumes
of 110 L were used in six-sector cells equipped with
quartz windows. All experiments were done at 25°C,
and sedimentation equilibrium data were collected at
48 000 rpm (167 731⫻g) for NP-1, 35 000 rpm
(89 180⫻g) for CP-1, and 25 000 rpm (45 500⫻g) for
CP-1/NP-1 complex. Sedimentation equilibrium profiles
were edited by the program REEDIT (Jeff Lary,
National Analytical Ultracentrifuge Center, Storrs, CT,
USA) and analysed by a non-linear, least-squares
Group and virus

Host

Main disease

method with the program WINNONLIN.29 The values
of the partial specific volumes for the peptides were
calculated from the aminoacid composition with the
program SEDNTERP (David Hayes, Magdalen College,
Oxford, UK; Tom Laue, University of New Hampshire,
Durham, NH, USA; John Philo, Amgen, Thousand
Oaks, CA, USA).
Native polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis (N-PAGE)
was done as previously described.30 The isolated peptides
and peptide mixtures at indicated concentrations were
mixed with Tris-glycine native sample buffer
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at a ratio of one to one
and were then loaded (25 L each well) on a 10⫻1 cm
Tris-glycine precast gel (18%). Gel electrophoresis was
carried out with constant 125 V at room temperature for
2 h. The gel was then stained with Coomassie blue. The
image was taken by a FluorChem 8800 Imaging System
(Alpha Innotech Corp, San Leandro, CA, USA). In
another set of experiments, mixtures of NP-1 and
biotinylated CP-1 were analysed by N-PAGE as
described above. The peptides in the gel were
transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech Inc, Piscataway, NJ, USA), which
was blocked with 3% non-fat milk at 4ºC overnight,
followed by incubation with streptavidin-conjugated
horseradish peroxidase at room temperature for 1 h.
After extensive washing, the membrane was stained with
3,3⬘-diaminobenzidine dye and the image was taken as
described above.
A Bio-Sil SEC 125-5 column (300⫻7·8 mm, Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA, USA) was used for size-exclusion HPLC
(SE-HPLC) to assess oligomer formation.30 The HR1derived peptide was incubated with HR2-derived
peptide (final concentration of peptide 50 mol/L) at
37ºC for 30 min, and then a 20 L sample was injected
into the column connected to an HPLC system (Waters
Delta 600, Milford, MA, USA). Phosphate-buffered
saline (pH 7·2) was used as the mobile phase with a flow
rate of 1·0 mL/min. The ultraviolet absorbance at
195–320 nm was recorded with a photodiode array
detector (Waters 996). A Bio-Rad gel-filtration
Identity (%)

Similarity (%)

S protein

HR1

HR2

S protein

HR1

HR2

G1
HCoV-229E
PRCoV
FIPV
PEDV
CCoV

Human being
Pig
Cat
Pig
Dog

Respiratory infection
Respiratory infection
Infectious peritonitis
Enteritis
Enteritis

22·7
22·4
20·7
20·5
20·4

44·1
50·8
43·4
44·1
44·9

24·6
21·3
23·8
24·6
21·3

43·3
42·0
41·6
39·8
40·2

66·2
68·9
64·0
64·0
62·5

54·1
50.8
47·6
52·5
50·8

G2
MHV
HCoV-OC43
BCoV
HEV

Mouse
Human being
Cattle
Pig

Hepatitis, enteritis, encephalitis
Respiratory infection
Enteritis
Encephalomyelitis, respiratory infection

30·2
27·2
27·0
26·7

54·9
55·7
56·6
54·9

40·0
42·0
42·0
42·0

51·7
45·9
46·0
45·8

76·2
76·2
75·4
75·4

74·0
70·0
70·0
70·0

G3
IBV

Chicken

Respiratory infection

23·2

43·4

40·0

40·9

68·9

62·0

Average

..

..

24·1

49·3

32·2

43·7

69·8

60·2

HCoV=human coronavirus; PRCoV=porcine respiratory coronavirus; FIPV=feline infectious peritonitis virus; PEDV=porcine epidemic diarrhoea virus; CCoV=canine
coronavirus; MHV=murine hepatitis virus; BCoV=bovine coronavirus; HEV=hepatitis E virus; IBV=infectious bronchitis virus.

Table 2: Comparison of pairwise aminoacid identity and similarity of spike glycoproteins of SARS-CoV and other coronaviruses
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R12000 processor (sgi, Mountain View, CA, USA). The
models were optimised with the “Refine 3” option in
Modeller, which uses conjugated gradient together with
molecular dynamics by simulated annealing techniques.
Five models for each run were built, and the model with
the lowest objective function was selected. The protein
geometry was verified by Quanta Protein Health Check,
and the resulting model was evaluated further for its
stereochemical properties by Procheck software.34 We
used the docking program GRAMM35 to model the
interactions between NP-1 and CP-1 peptides. This
docking algorithm predicts the structure of a protein
(peptide) complex by maximising the geometric match of
the images of two protein (peptide) molecules. The details
of the docking approach have been described elsewhere.36

Inhibitory activity of CP-1 on SARS-CoV infection
Inhibition of SARS-CoV infection (%)

100

80

60

40

20

0
0

1

Role of the funding source
The funding source had no role in study design;
collection, analysis, or interpretation of data; the writing
of the report; or the decision to submit it for publication.

100
10
CP-1 concentration (mol/L)

Interaction between CP-1 and NP-1
95

Results
We analysed the spike protein of SARS-CoV strain Tor25
by a PredictProtein program.37 The protein consists of an

75

Circular-dichroism spectra
20

150 nmol/L

–20
–30

Figure 2: Inhibitory activity of CP-1 on SARS-CoV infection and
interaction between CP-1 and NP-1
Note log scale in upper diagram.
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standard, consisting of thyroglobulin (670 kDa),
␥-globulin (158 kDa), ovalbumin (44 kDa), myoglobin
(17 kDa), and vitamin B12 (1·35 kDa) was used to
define the molecular masses of the peptides and their
complex.
SARS-CoV spike protein was analysed for the
probability of forming ␣-helical coiled-coil structures by
use of the program MultiCoil;31 sequences are submitted
to (http://jura.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/multicoil/multicoil.pl).
To predict the conformation of the NP-1/CP-1
complex by homology modelling and docking techniques,
we first looked at the sequence alignment of the NP-1 and
CP-1 peptides with the corresponding N-peptides and
C-peptides of HIV-1 gp41. This analysis showed about
45–50% sequence similarity (figure 1). We used the X-ray
crystal structure of the gp41 core structure (pdb code
1env) to build a model of interaction between the SARSCoV NP-1 and CP-1 peptides as described below. We
aligned HIV-1 N-peptide N36 and SARS-CoV N-peptide
NP-1, and HIV-1 C-peptide C43 and SARS-CoV Cpeptide CP-1 by use of the program ClustalX.32 Any
insertions and deletions were manually adjusted to avoid
gaps in the helix regions. Homology models of each
peptide were built by the automated software Modeller
4.033 within Quanta 2000 (Accelrys, San Diego, CA,
USA) running on a Silicon Graphics Octane with a dual
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Figure 3: Secondary structures of CP-1, NP-1, and CP-1/NP-1
complex in phosphate buffer
Upper panel: circular-dichroism spectra for CP-1 (10 µmol/L), NP-1
(10 µmol/L), and their complex in phosphate buffer (pH 7·2) at 4ºC. Lower
panel: circular-dichroism signal at 222 nm for the NP-1/CP-1 complex as a
function of temperature. Insert: curve of the first derivative (d[]/dT)
against temperature (T), which was used to determine the Tm value.
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CP
-1
+N
P3
NP
-4

CP
-1

-1
NP

CP
-1
+N
P1
NP
-2
CP
-1
+N
P2
NP
-3

N-PAGE

4
P+N
1
CP

Peptide

Mass of
monomer (Da)

Centrifugation speed Molecular
rpm
⫻g
mass (Da)

CP-1
NP-1
CP-1/NP-1

4171
4409
8580

35 000
48 000
25 000

89 180
167 731
45 500

12 616
4700
24 781

Table 3: Molecular masses of the isolated peptides NP-1 and
CP-1 and the NP-1/CP-1 complex measured by sedimentation
equilibrium

Dose dependency of CP-1/NP-1 complex formation
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Figure 4: Association of CP-1 with N-peptides derived from
SARS-CoV spike protein HR1 region, as determined by N-PAGE
For N-PAGE, the final concentration of the individual peptides in each
preparation was 40 mol/L.

extracellular domain (aminoacid residues 1–1199), a
transmembrane domain (residues 1200–1215), and an
intracellular domain (residues 1216–1255). A signal
peptide (residues 1–13) at the amino-terminus was
observed, but no obvious fusogenic peptide sequence was
identified. The spike proteins of most coronaviruses
(except porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus and
feline infectious peritonitis virus) are cleavable by cellular
proteases to yield S1 (receptor binding) and S2 (virus
fusion) subunits.9,10,12,38 SARS-CoV spike protein does not

942

contain a typical cleavage site (a basic aminoacid
sequence—eg, RRFRR, GRHRR, KRRSRR).9 Therefore,
the boundary between the S1 and S2 domains cannot be
accurately identified at present. As in other coronavirus
spike proteins, the S2 domain has a more conserved
sequence than the S1 domain. The latter is a compact
globular structure as predicted by the PredictProtein
program Globe for prediction of globularity. The S2
domain contains HR1 (residues 892–1013) and HR2
(residues 1145–1194), similar to other class I viral fusion
proteins.9,13,39 Analysis by the MultiCoil program31 showed
that the sequences in the HR1 and HR2 regions have a
tendency to form trimeric or dimeric helix bundles,
consistent with the observation that coronavirus spike
proteins are homotrimers or homodimers.9 Thus, these
regions may take part in the oligomerisation and
conformational changes of spike protein during virus–cell
fusion events. The spike protein of SARS-CoV has only
about 24% pairwise aminoacid identity with the
corresponding proteins of other coronaviruses, consistent
with the observation by Rota and colleagues.6 However,
the identity of their HR1 and HR2 sequences is much
higher (table 2), which suggests that the sequences in the
HR1 and HR2 regions are more conserved than other
sequences in spike protein. Alignments of the peptides
derived from the HR1 and HR2 regions of SARS-CoV
spike protein and the HIV-1 gp41 revealed high sequence
similarity between HIV-1 N-peptide N36 and SARS-CoV
N-peptide NP-1 and between HIV-1 C-peptide C43 and
SARS-CoV C-peptide CP-1 (45% and 51%, respectively;
figure 1). Thus, the HR1 and HR2 regions in SARS-CoV
spike protein and HIV-1 gp41 may share certain
structural and functional features.
We have also noticed that most of the residues located
at the “a” and “d” positions of the helical wheels are
hydrophobic (figure 1; grey boxes) and more conserved
than those in the “b”, “c”, and “f” positions, which are
hydrophilic (figure 1; white boxes). This feature suggests
that these helices form homologous oligomers by
hydrophobic association through “knobs-into-holes”
packing interactions at the “a” and “d” positions, in a way
similar to interactions between the N-helices in the HIV-1
gp41 core.18 The residues at the “b”, “c”, and “f”
positions form a hydrophilic face towards the solution,
making the oligomeric bundles water soluble.
Since the HR1 and HR2 sequences of SARS-CoV
spike protein are highly similar to those of HIV-1 gp41,
we hypothesised that the HR1 and HR2 domains have
similar functions to those of HIV-1 gp41—ie, participating in the viral fusion process.17,40 Therefore, we
designed and synthesised six peptides overlapping the
sequences of the HR1 and HR2 regions (table 1;
figure 1). The peptides range from 34 to 40 aminoacid
residues in length.
Only the peptide CP-1 had inhibitory activity on SARSCoV-induced cytopathic effect in Vero E6 cells, with IC50
values of about 19 µmol/L (figure 2); NP-1 had a marginal
anti-SARS-CoV activity at 50 mol/L. Other peptides did
not show inhibitory activity at 50 µmol/L (data not
shown), which suggests that CP-1, perhaps like the HIV-1
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Figure 5: Sedimentation-equilibration profiles of CP-1/NP-1
complex
Plots show concentration gradients detected as fringes (Y axis) as a
function of the squared radial distance in cm2 (X axis). Samples were run
at 25 000 rpm (45 500⫻g) at 25°C with three initial concentrations (lower
panel). The global fit from the three sets of data and with a model of a
single ideal solute is shown as the single line going through the data
points. The fit gives a molecular mass of 24 781 Da, in close agreement
with the theoretical molecular mass for a trimer of dimers (25 740 Da).
Residuals plot shows random distribution indicating the goodness of the
fit (upper panel).
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gp41 C-peptides, interacts with a site in the HR1 region
and interferes with the conformational change of the spike
protein during the viral fusion process. To identify the CP1 binding site in HR1, we immobilised biotinylated CP-1
on streptavidin sensor chips and searched for the CP-1binding peptides from HR1 region, as determined by
surface plasmon resonance with BIACORE. CP-1 strongly
bound to NP-1 with a high binding affinity or kinetic
dissociation constant (1·62⫻10-8 mol/L; figure 2), whereas
other peptides derived from the HR1 region had very low or
no binding activity to CP-1 (data not shown). CP-2, which
has a ten-residue shift towards the C-terminus of CP-1
(figure 1; table 1), did not bind to NP-1, which suggests
that the N-terminal residues of CP-1 are important for the
interaction between NP-1 and CP-1 or that the C-terminal
residues in CP-2 interfere with binding between NP-1 and
CP-1.
Circular-dichroism spectroscopic analysis showed that
the peptide CP-1 had a low content of ␣-helicity (with
minima at 208 nm and 222 nm) in phosphate buffer
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Figure 6: SE-HPLC profiles of NP-1, CP-1, and the mixture of
NP-1 and CP-1
The final concentration of peptides was 50 µmol/L. The bottom panel
shows Bio-Rad gel filtration standard and the plot of logarithmic
molecular mass (MW) against retention time (insert). Peaks 1–5 and
points 1–5 in the insert correspond to thyroglobulin (670 kDa), ␥-globulin
(158 kDa), ovalbumin (44 kDa), myoglobin (17 kDa), and vitamin B12
(1·35 kDa).

(pH 7·2); NP-1 and other N-peptides had random coil
structure in the same solution. When NP-1 was mixed with
CP-1 in equimolar concentrations, the ␣-helicity increased
(figure 3). However, the ␣-helicity did not change when
NP-1 was mixed with CP-2, or when CP-1 was mixed with
other peptides from HR1. These findings suggest that NP-1
and CP-1 associate to form a complex with ␣-helical
conformation. This helical complex is relatively stable in
phosphate buffer with a Tm of about 59°C (figure 3).
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Figure 7: Interaction between NP-1 and CP-1 as predicted by
molecular modelling

We have previously shown by N-PAGE that the
HIV-1 gp41 peptides N36 and C34 can interact with
each other to form a six-helix bundle.30 By a similar
approach, we investigated whether CP-1 also forms an
oligomeric complex with peptides derived from the HR1
region. With the exception of NP-3, N-peptides showed
no bands in the gel (figure 4) because they carried net
positive charges under the native electrophoresis
conditions (table 1) and could therefore have migrated
up and off the gel. NP-3 did migrate down in the gel
because it has net zero charge, but it showed two bands,
perhaps because it has differing conformations. Peptide
CP-1 showed a band in the lower part of the gel. The
mixture of NP-1 and CP-1 showed two bands: the lower
one had the same position as isolated CP-1, and the
upper one is expected to be a higher order of oligomeric
complex formed by NP-1 and CP-1. To confirm
whether this band indeed represents a complex formed
between NP-1 and CP-1, we analysed the mixture of
NP-1 and biotinylated CP-1 at different ratios by
N-PAGE in two gels. One was stained with Coomassie
blue (figure 4, middle gel). The peptides and their
complex in another gel were transferred to a
nitrocellulose membrane, which was stained with
streptavidin-conjugated horseradish peroxidase and its
substrate (figure 4, lower gel). With increasing
concentrations of NP-1, the intensity of upper bands
increased and that of the lower bands decreased, which
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suggests that formation of the upper band depends on
the concentration of NP-1 and confirms that the band
does not represent aggregates of CP-1.
Since the migration speed of a molecule or a complex
in N-PAGE depends on both the size and the net charge
of the molecule or complex, this method cannot be used
to measure exactly the molecular mass of NP-1/CP-1
complex in the gel or to find out whether the lower band
of CP-1 is monomer or oligomer. Therefore, we
analysed the apparent molecular masses of the peptides
NP-1, CP-1, and NP-1/CP-1 complex by sedimentation
equilibration, which was successfully used to find out the
mass of the six-helix bundle formed by the HIV-1 gp41
N-peptides and C-peptides.17 The isolated NP-1 was a
monomer and the molecular mass obtained for CP-1
corresponded to a trimer in phosphate-buffered saline
(table 3). The HPLC-purified mixture of NP-1 and CP1 showed a complex with a molecular mass of about
24 781 Da (figure 5), which was close to the calculated
molecular mass of a trimer of dimers. These results were
confirmed by SE-HPLC; NP-1 showed a single peak of
monomer and CP-1 a major peak corresponding to a
trimer, whereas the mixture of NP-1 and CP-1 showed
three peaks corresponding to NP-1 monomer, CP-1
trimer, and NP-1/CP-1 trimer of heterodimer (hexamer)
(figure 6). These findings suggest that NP-1 is a
monomeric structure and that CP-1 has a trimeric
conformation in phosphate-buffered saline. Once they
are mixed at equimolar concentration, they interact to
form a six-helix bundle consisting of three molecules of
NP-1 and three of CP-1. This notion is consistent with
the biophysical properties of the HIV-1 gp41 N-peptides
and C-peptides as shown by sedimentation equilibration
and SE-HPLC.17,30,41
Alignments of the NP-1 and CP-1 peptides on the
corresponding HIV-1 gp41 N-peptides and C-peptides
revealed reasonable sequence similarities and gave us
confidence that a homology model of NP-1 and CP-1
association could be built on the basis of the X-ray crystal
structure of the HIV-1 gp41 core formed by the gp41
N-peptides and C-peptides.18,19 NP-1 showed a typical
coiled-coil structure (figure 7). Most of CP-1 had an
␣-helical conformation with the exception of a kink in the
middle of the structure. The structure of the possible
complex between these two peptides was then investigated
by use of specialised protein-docking software.35 The
residues at the “a” and “d” positions in the NP-1 and CP-1
are hydrophobic. The complex structure formed by the
docking technique also shows that there are hydrophobic
interactions between these two peptides: eg, L898, I905,
F909, I913, and I916 of NP-1 interact very well with
L1182, V1171, L1168, I1165, and I1161 of CP-1,
respectively. Owing to the lack of crystal coordinates of the
sequence beyond the N-terminus of the HIV-1 gp41
peptide C34,18 the corresponding N-terminal sequence
(residues 1153–1159) of CP-1 could not be modelled and
its interaction with the corresponding region in the
C-terminus of NP-1 could not be predicted.

Discussion
Discovery of the peptidic HIV-1 fusion inhibitors14–16 and
elucidation of their mechanism of action17–19 have provided
important information to explain the fusogenic
mechanism of HIV-1 and other enveloped viruses.21–25 By
a similar approach, we identified an anti-SARS-CoV
peptide from the HR2 region of the SARS-CoV spike
protein. This finding conforms with the prediction by
Gallaher and Garry that peptides overlapping the
sequences of HR regions of SARS-CoV spike protein
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Double alanine substitutions of the four
middle heptadic leucine and isoleucine
residues within the HR2 region lead to
significant reduction in fusion activity and
defects in spike oligomerisation. Bosch and
co-workers43 reported the structural and
functional characterisation of the fusion
core complex formed by the HR1 and HR2
regions of the murine hepatitis virus spike
CP-1
protein. Although our group and theirs
have worked independently on distinct
coronaviruses by different approaches, we
have obtained surprisingly similar results.
First, only peptides derived from the HR2
region, not the HR1 region, have antiviral
activity. Second, HR2 peptides derived
from both murine hepatitis virus and
Postfusion
SARS-CoV spike proteins have antiviral
activity in the micromolar range. Third,
Figure 8: Illustration of the conformational changes of SARS-CoV spike protein
the fragments involving the interaction
during the process of fusion between the virus and target-cell membranes
between the HR1 and HR2 in spike
proteins of both viruses are located in the same regions.
might have inhibitory activity on SARS-CoV infection
These findings suggest that murine hepatitis virus and
(http://www.virology.net/articles/sars/s2model.html).
SARS-CoV have a common fusogenic mechanism, which
The anti-SARS-CoV peptide CP-1 and other peptides
may be shared by other coronaviruses. The peptides
derived from the HR regions of the spike protein can be
derived from the HR2 regions of the SARS-CoV and
used as probes to investigate the roles of HR1 and HR2
murine hepatitis virus spike proteins have much less
regions in the process of SARS-CoV entry into target
potent inhibitory activity than HIV-1 gp41 C-peptides
cells. The biophysical studies showed that the peptides
(eg, C34 and T-20), which have activity in the nanomolar
derived from these regions of SARS-CoV spike proteins
range.16,44 SARS-CoV and murine hepatitis virus may
have similar properties to those derived from the HIV-1
gp41 HR1 and HR2 regions, respectively. For example,
therefore have a fusogenic mechanism different from that
like the HIV-1 gp41 N-peptides and C-peptides, NP-1
of HIV-1. However, the peptides derived from the HR2
and CP-1 from SARS-CoV can interact to form highregions of many other enveloped viruses, including Ebola
order oligomeric helices, which may have important roles
virus,23 Newcastle disease virus,24 parainfluenza virus,45
in the fusion of SARS-CoV with target cells. On the basis
and respiratory syncytial virus,25 inhibit the corresponding
of results from this study and knowledge about HIV-1
virus infection also in the micromolar range, and these
gp41 and other viral transmembrane proteins,14–19,21–25 we
viruses have similar fusogenic mechanisms to HIV-1.23
propose a model to elucidate the fusogenic mechanism
Two major factors can affect the potency of a fusionmediated by SARS-CoV spike protein and the mechanism
inhibitory peptide: the sensitivity of a virus to the
by which CP-1 inhibits SARS-CoV infection (figure 8). In
corresponding antiviral peptides; and the sequence and
the native state, spike proteins on the virus surface could
conformation of the inhibitory peptide. The sensitivity of
be in oligomeric form through the self-association of their
HIV-1 to the fusion-inhibitory peptide T-20 correlates
partly helical HR2 regions to form the stems of the spikes
with fusion kinetics, envelope/coreceptor affinity, and
on SARS-CoV; HR1 regions may be in random coil
receptor density.46 Different viruses might have differing
conformation covered by S1 domain. After the binding of
fusion rates or receptor-binding affinities. Therefore,
the S1 domain to a receptor (eg, angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2)7 on the target cell (receptor-binding state), the
RELEVANCE TO PRACTICE
S2 domain changes conformation by forming ␣-helices,
extending and inserting its inert fusion peptide into the
BACKGROUND
target-cell membrane, and exposing HR1 and HR2
Insights into the viral fusogenic mechanism have been gained from
studies on the peptidic HIV-1 fusion inhibitors. The SARS-CoV spike
regions (intermediate pre-hairpin state). Then the HR1s
glycoprotein contains heptad repeat 1 and 2 (HR1 and HR2)
form a trimer and the HR2 trimer dissociates to
sequences that are similar to those from HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein,
monomers. Subsequently, the HR2 monomers pack onto
gp41. This similarity might help to elucidate the mechanism by which
the grooves of the HR1 trimer to form the six-helix
SARS-CoV enters target cells, and thus could have implications for
bundle. This fusion-active core structure brings the viral
treatment.
and target-cell membranes into close proximity, resulting
This paper assesses the ability of synthesised peptides derived from
in fusion between the membranes and formation of fusion
the SARS-CoV HR1 and HR2 regions to inhibit a cytopathic effect in
pores, which allow the virus genome to enter the target
tissue culture, and it investigates the interactions between HR1 and
cell. If a C-peptide, such as CP-1, is present in the
HR2 peptides. Only the CP-1 peptide (derived from the HR2 region) had
intermediate state, it could bind to the HR1 region and
strong inhibitory activity in tissue culture. CP-1 and the NP-1 peptide
(derived from the HR1 region) interacted to form a six-helix structure
block hexamer formation, thereby inhibiting fusion.
similar to the fusogenic core structure of HIV-1 gp41.
However, more direct evidence is needed to validate this
model. Nevertheless, the information obtained from other
IMPLICATIONS
coronaviruses can provide indirect evidence to support the
These findings confirm that the carboxyl terminal portion of the spike
glycoprotein of SARS-CoV is a type 1 fusion glycoprotein. A possible
hypothesis.
fusogenic mechanism involves CP-1 binding to the HR1 region, thereby
Luo and colleagues42 have shown that the spike protein
interfering with conformational changes that lead to fusion between
of murine hepatitis virus, like HIV-1 gp41,13,18 contains
the viral and target-cell membranes.
HR1 and HR2 regions that may have important roles in
spike-protein-mediated cell-cell fusion and virus entry.
Native

Receptor
binding

Intermediate
(pre-hairpin)
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these viruses might have different sensitivity to the
corresponding inhibitory peptides. The antiviral activity of
the peptidic fusion inhibitors depends on their optimum
peptide sequences and conformations. Changes in their
sequences or conformations could substantially affect
their antiviral activity and the stability of the complexes
they form.17,47,48 However, optimisation of the peptide
sequence and conformation could improve antiviral
activity.
Therefore, CP-1 can be used as a lead in designing
more potent anti-SARS-CoV peptides for drug
development. Use of such peptides for treatment of
SARS is better than application of anti-HIV peptides for
chemotherapy of AIDS because only a few doses should
be needed to treat an individual with acute SARS-CoV
infection (no chronic SARS has been reported), whereas
an HIV-infected individual might have to use T-20, one
of the most expensive anti-HIV drugs, for life.
Furthermore, the anti-SARS-CoV peptides might also be
used prophylactically as nasal spray or inhalation
formulations to protect at-risk populations working and
travelling in SARS-endemic areas. The peptides derived
from the HR1 and HR2 regions of SARS-CoV spike
protein could be used to establish high-throughput assays
for screening non-peptidic SARS-CoV fusion inhibitors;
we have successfully developed several such assays with
the HIV-1 gp41 N-peptides and C-peptides for
identification
of
small-molecule
HIV-1
fusion
inhibitors.20,49,50 Any compounds that block the
HR1–HR2 interaction could be used as leads for
development of virus fusion inhibitors.
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Clinical picture
Salmonella typhimurium brain abscess
David Chadwick, Tandra Mitra, Yih Yian Sitoh

A 54-year-old man with type 2 diabetes, alcoholic liver
disease, and previous pulmonary tuberculosis was
admitted to our unit with confusion and fever. 6 months
before admission he required drainage of a left frontal
subdural haematoma, and 4 months later, after an episode
of haematemesis, had banding of oesophageal varices.
Cerebral MRI showed a ring-enhancing left parietal lobe
abscess with adjacent vasogenic oedema and a large
loculated left subdural empyema with mass effect (figure).
We drained the intracerebral and subdural abscessses,
and cultured S typhimurium from the aspirate. The patient
was treated with high dose intravenous ceftriaxone, but
died 6 weeks after admission. This abscess may have been
caused by haematogenous dissemination of S typhimurium
following banding of the patient’s oesphageal varices.
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